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The Wiley X
TIDE is rising

New models launched by protective-eyewear specialist Wiley X promise to
offer unrivalled optical clarity and user protection thanks to their unique
patented Facial Cavity™ Seal in its Climate Control™ series.

I

n fishing sunglasses you
need three key elements:
polarisation, optical clarity
and protection. In the case of
many eyewear brands, sometimes
only one of these boxes is ticked.
However, that’s not the case
with fast-growing brand Wiley
X. With a huge focus on all
three of those characteristics and
many more benefits, the brand is
making a real name for itself in
fishing eyewear– and 2015 shows
no sign of this stopping.
WX TIDE is the name of
some of the company’s latest
glasses, and they display exactly
what Wiley X is all about. The
WX TIDE glasses form part of
the Climate Control™ range,
which stand at 17 strong.
Featuring amber lenses with
Venice gold mirrors, they’re
perfect for sunny conditions,
while the polarising versions are
perfect for fishing shallow water.
The lenses are also ANSI Z87.12010 and EN166 tested, meaning
that they are shatterproof lenses
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for ultimate protection.
Another huge benefit is
the aforementioned Climate
Control™ Gasket System, a
removable inner section on the
glasses that forms a seal around
the user’s eyes, protecting them
from pollen, dirt, dust and wind.
The system is used and loved
by anglers across the world,
including Martin Forbak, 2014
Individual World Spin Fishing
Champion. He explained: “When
using the Wiley X glasses with
the gasket system, your view is
clear and direct, focusing your
vision without any disturbing
side effects. Therefore you can pay
attention to what you need to see
in peace. Another great advantage
is their use in cold weather, where
the gasket system will not allow
the cold into your eyes. I also love
using this system when catching
from a boat, because during
fast-moving situations the gasket
system absolutely blocks out any
headwind blowing into your eyes,
which is uncomfortable.”

Wiley X also claims that its
optics are also second to none,
as Thomas Waever, European
outdoor director for the company,
explains: “All models are certified
as protective eyewear – and
ALL meet or exceed standards
not normally used in the fishing
industry. This is extremely
important because fishermen
have lures, flies, spoons and hooks
flying in the air all the time,
causing face and eye accidents
every day worldwide.
“Having a full and clear field of
view across the entire lens is a key
component when fishing. Other
manufacturers of fishing eyewear
aren’t paying attention to this,
which is so important when you’re
sight fishing (standing still and
watching the water – scouting
and finding the fish you want to
catch). When fishing you want
to get the maximum out of your
time spent at and on the water
– Wiley X polarising eyewear is
designed and produced to provide
you with just that.”

Climate Control™ /
Gasket System

Fine dust and pollen, as well
as wind, can cause long-term
eye irritation, such as dry-eye
syndrome. Peripheral light can
also diminish optical clarity.
Wiley X’s world-patented
removable soft-foam Facial
Cavity™ seals, combined
with its Top Down Ventilation
System™, block out even the
finest irritants and peripheral
light, protecting the eyes and
allowing all lenses to perform
at peak levels.
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